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What will we talk about today?
1 - Understanding the terms
2 - Vulnerability audits
3 - The PR pro & big decisions
4 - Referral guidelines & media policies
5 - Holding statements & key messages
6 – Having tough conversations
7 - Monitoring the news & social networks
8 - Using online assets
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First, let me apologize
The title of our session is misleading
“When bad stories happen to good people”
Unfortunately, there are no “good people”
“If only there were evil people somewhere insidiously committing
evil deeds, and it were necessary only to separate them from the
rest of us and destroy them. But the line dividing good and evil
cuts through the heart of every human being. And who is willing
to destroy a piece of his own heart?”
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, The Gulag Archipelago
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1 - What’s the difference between
a crisis and a disaster?
A disaster is an unexpected, unrelated event or act of God
that happens TO us and a crisis is when WE happen to someone
else…
(action / inaction or perceived action / inaction)
For example: claims of discrimination, injury / death at an army center, or
allegation of sexual misconduct / abuse, to name a few.
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2 - Do a ‘vulnerability audit’
Think about all the things that go on at the Army unit you serve
that could present a challenge
Talk to the corps officer / executive director and ask them what
they lie awake worrying about at night. \
For instance…
disgruntled former employees
compliance with child safety program guidelines
inadequate staffing levels
“reasonable accommodation”

Create a list of vulnerabilities and begin thinking about how
you’d answer difficult questions from the public about the
issues raised. Get help with your responses from divisional
leadership.
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3 - Making big decisions and
announcements
The Command or Local PR pro is not just in position to promote
the work of the Army.
They are the barometer of public opinion in your community.
Make sure they are consulted on ALL decisions that affect the
board, officers, employees, and the public you’re trying to attract
Bonus: PR theory
We teach PR / Communications / Marketing pros that they
inhabit the “boundary role” between the organization and
the public they serve.
With one foot in and one foot out, they’re in the best position to
understand how to communicate between the two.
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4 – Be Sure the staff knows how to
handle media inquiries
Insist that your front-line staff know how to handle media
inquiries (give them referral guidelines)
Make sure they know how to reach your PR & Communications
pro at all times and who to route the call to in the pro’s absence
In the event of a crisis, make sure referral guidelines are updated
with the name & contact info of the pro and the designated
spokesperson
Share the referral guidelines – via DHQ – with neighboring
Army units who may also receive media inquiries
Consider adding a media policy to your new employee kit
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5 - Messaging for a crisis
In the first few moments after a crisis begins, it’s unlikely that
there will be enough information to craft messages. Get in touch
with your command / local PR pro and in the meantime, use this
holding statement and adapt as needed:
As soon as we learned of XX, we acted quickly to respond
(ie., removed the accused from duty / cancelled
programming for the day, etc.)
We’re gathering all the details now so we can review our
systems and determine how this happened and will be ready to
talk more about it later
We’re concerned about our clients and staff so we’re offering
support for those who need it
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5 - Messaging for a crisis
(cont.)
Support the command / local PR Pro’s messaging strategy and
MAKE SURE the CO says something.
It may not be Hemingway but they must begin communicating
immediately
The longer you wait, the worse it will be
Do not let others involved in the situation carry the story (ie,
plaintiffs, accusers, law enforcement, etc.)
The public is more likely to be understanding if we show a
willingness to communicate about the crisis
They’re not looking for perfection; just sincerity
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5 - Messaging for a crisis
(cont.)
Depending on the scenario, the command / local PR pro and the
CO will craft messages by identifying the outcome they’d like to
see. Then they’ll build the messages that get them there (this is
the secret sauce of effective messaging!)
Example: Kroc Estate Gift
Our biggest concern was that the public would hear of Mrs.
Kroc’s $1.6 billion gift and think we didn’t need their
contributions anymore, so we built our messaging strategy
around key words and phrases like, ‘designated gift,’ ‘not
for existing programs,’ and ‘used exclusively to build new
centers’
Ask the CO to identify the “dreaded question” – the one question
that makes the, tremble in fear – and be sure to spend plenty of
time creating messages to address it.
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6 – Having Tough Conversations
As a leader in the community you serve, we rely on you to help
us communicate clearly with the public about confusing or
misleading information they may have heard about the Army.
For example, here are some recommended messages to address
rumors that the Army is anti-LGBTQ.
1 – Confidently state the truth: The Salvation Army serves
anybody and everybody as long as we have the means to help.
The only requirement for service is need. Employment
opportunities are open to all who qualify, in accordance with law.
2 – Refer people to SalvationArmyTruth.org: this is a friendly
URL that points to the Army’s nat’l webpage with stories and
testimonies about LGBTQ clients and staff who are welcomed
and loved by the Army regardless of their orientation or identity.
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6 – Having Tough Conversations
(cont.)
3 – Describe your own experience: For example, "I've been
involved with The Salvation Army for years and I've seen
countless people requesting help at our homeless shelters and
food pantries. Not once have I seen anyone in the Army tell
someone no because of something like their nationality, religious
faith, or sexual orientation."
4 – Deflect intense questioning: Feel free to hand off questions
if they go beyond your scope. Say something like, "I'm a local
leader of the Army so my expertise is about what we do in this
community to carry out the Army's mission. I can find someone
to answer your specific questions if you'll give me your contact
information."
5 – Hand off ALL media inquiries: We have folks trained for
this purpose so refer the media to your command / local PR pro.
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1 - Monitor the news & social
networks
Just because the unit you serve didn’t “create” the issue or event
doesn’t’ mean the public won’t want to hear from you about it.
Make sure the staff is on top of local issues covered in the news
or discussed online.
Then, help them think about how current events affect operations.
For example: One of the first states to legalize marijuana reports
an influx of individuals that have relocated to the state but are in
need of supportive services. The Army was asked if they have
received more requests for shelter, food, etc. as a result.
Note: we don’t recommend Army staff or volunteers respond to
media inquiries on such topics without the full support and help
of their command.
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Monitor the news for other
issues, cont.
In the West, here’s what we say when a member of the public
calls to book their wedding:
Thank you for your inquiry but this venue is only booked for
Salvation Army weddings. We'd be happy to make
recommendations to other sites if needed. Best wishes on
your wedding plans.
If they respond with a challenge based on our commitment
to non-discrimination, here’s an additional message:
The Salvation Army is a church and for us, a wedding is a
deeply religious event. Like other denominations who do
weddings for their flock, we only do "Salvation Army" weddings
on our property. I hope you understand.
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8 - Use of Online Assets
We always caution our staff to be careful not to share information
in a way that raises awareness about a damaging situation with a
new audience – use an “only in response” strategy
Unless there’s a specific need to communicate widely about a
crisis situation, details should not be posted on the corps /
program Facebook page or Twitter account
The exception would be for service outages, closures, etc.

Have a look at the unit’s Facebook and Twitter accounts for
questions and comments about the crisis. Make sure the staff is
using the messaging strategy to respond.
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8 - Use of Online Assets (cont.)
We recommend that all Army units prepare to handle crisis
situations and difficult subjects by setting rules for engagement
before they need to use them in the “about” section of the
Facebook page:
We want this page to be a place where our Facebook fans
can learn about and interact with their local Salvation Army.
But we need to set some ground rules.
Keep comments and posts appropriate for people of all ages. We
reserve the right to delete content if it’s off-topic, disruptive,
offensive or profane. And, we will ban users who persist in being
inappropriate.

